
Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH

 

���

Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.
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The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
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Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 1
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Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Sacred Geomatry
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Emotional Panel: 
Displays both conscious 
and sub conscious emo-
tional activity

Nutriopathy Panel: 
Contains probabilities 
for Homeopathic combi-
nation remedies, vita-
mins and minerals.

Aura Panel: 
Email your aura results 

Analyze the AURA 
Balance the aura using 
items dragged to Multi 

Layer Tray
Rescan aura, after 

balancing to visualize 
improvements



Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Sensitivities

Spinal Energy Main Chakra Centers Injuries
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
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The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
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The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.

How To Purchase

Please contact your local agent or distributor for more information on 
The Quantum iNfinity. Enquire about our monthly specials. 

Call today for more information on how to purchase this remarkable 
instrument!

You need our phone numbers there
+1-877-711-3233
+1-805-962-7614
sales@quantum-life.com
www.Quantum-Life.com
�
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Additional Information: 

Individual client affirmations run in the background for each session. 
Simple to operate, The Quantum iLife/iNfinity may be used by an 
operator, whether in your Clinic Health Club, or at home. 
Quantum iLife/iNfinity Components

Client Interface:

 Installed onto any iOS or Android Device.  
 Test plate: External Quantum iMprinter Device.
 Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11 (head, ankle or wrist place-
ment)
 Quantum Crystal Harness
 Quantum iMprinter
 Brain Wave EEG Hardware 

ACCESSORIES
 
The Quantum Geo Harness Mark 11
The Quantum Geo harness acts as a superb delivery system for 
the energetic signatures generated by the Quantum iLife Plugs 
into your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Android Audio Jack and attached 
to the clients wrists or placed on either side of the head.
When balancing is activated using the Quantum iLife Software, 
the sound frequencies are transformed by means of the Geo 
Harness into electro-magnetic frequencies which is then project-
ed into the body through the Flower Of Life Sacred Geometrical 
pattern designed on the Quantum Geo.

Quantum iLife Chartes Labrynth Imprinter
Now you can import your own herbs, supplements and other 
products into the Quantum infinity software. You can also place 
items on the test plate and check for product bio-compatability.

Quantum iLife Brain Wave EEG Analysis
Acts as a passive sensor device to monitor brain wave activity during 
the entire balancing session.

Ever Wondered How The Brain Adjusts To Quantum Medicine? 
 This problem was addressed with the development of 
the Quantum iLife EEG hardware. The benefit of monitoring the 
brain waves real time was two fold:
 1. You can stimulate certain brain states (ex. theta) to 
enhance the healing capacity of the individual
 2. To monitor real time, the brain activity, during ses-
sions. Watching the various brain states slowly relax and attune 
to the entrainment is very powerful to both practitioner and client.

Regular Upgrades:

We have a forever FREE software upgrade policy. Even if we increase 
our price due to a major software upgrade, you will still be eligible for 
the FREE software upgrade.

Training & Support 

We offer FREE basic training and navigation every week
 Intermediate, advanced & protocol based training is also avail-
able (at a nominal fee) 
 Hands on training with a certified trainer is also available (de-
pending on location)
 Detailed user manual included
 Quantum 101 training manual also included
 FREE Technical support

Affordable:

The Quantum iNfinity is a fraction of the cost of other Quantum 
Biofeedback Devices. Furthermore, should you decide to invest in a 
Quantum Biofeedback Device like the LIFE System or SCIO device, 
then we will refund the cost of the iNfinity purchase to you (Quantum 
Device must be purchased through Quantum Life direct)
This option no allows you to explore the world of Quantum Biofeed-
back to decide if this is the right industry for you before making such 
a large investment. 
Suitable for all levels of users from experienced clinicians to the home 
user. 

Simplicity:

iOS & Android native 
Effective use within days of purchase

The Quantum iNfinity is extremely affordable, portable, easy to learn 
and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your 
practice or even improving the well-being of friends and family. 
The Quantum iNfinity is used world-wide by doctors, dentists, natu-
ropaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiologists, Veterinarians, 
chiropractors, research institutes and acupuncturists.

Simple-To-Use and Easy To Operate:

With an entire test centre at your fingertips, you can expand your 
own skills many times over learning more with each new client. The 
built-in user manual offers screen explanations and definitions on 
every panel with a help button on each and every page. 
We offer FREE basic training and navigation every 
week via our on-line Webinar service ~ no need for 
travel and expensive training trips. Advanced and pro-
tocol based training is offered via our affiliate site ww-
w.wiseandwealthyme.com 

Portable:

You only need your chosen 
Mobile Device; any iPhone, 
iPod touch, iPad or any 
Android based device will 
work seamlessly with The 
Quantum iNfinity App. You will receive a download link via 
email following your purchase and the hardware accessories will be 
shipped to you via USPS. The software download takes less than 5 
minutes using Wifi. 

Safe:

If you can listen to music, then we anticipate no no side effects with 
The Quantum iNfinity App. All interactions & energetic signatures are 
soothing and do not exceed standard Mobile Device specifications. 

Unbiased: 

Unlike the point probe devices the practitioner cannot consciously or 
unconsciously influence the test results. You will obtain a  true ener-
getic analysis of your clients well-being without the influence of your 
own perceptions and idea's and existing methodologies.

Whole Person Focus:

Communicates on the emotional, mental, physical and spiritual levels 
using The Quantum iNfinity.

Homeopathy, the non-invasive alternative, is fast becoming the ther-
apy of choice of millions worldwide. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity not 
only scans the body and assists in accurate assessment, but also 
balances using homeopathic bio-resonance auto frequencies.

Remedy Making

Everything in the Quantum iLife/iNfinity is a complex energetic signa-
ture or frequency. Using your Quantum iLife/iNfinity iMprinter, you 
can export any and all of these  signatures into a homeopathic vial or 
bio-energetic remedy. 

Bio-compatibility testing

Using your Quantum iMprinter, you can place any compound (food, 
herb, supplement) and test for bio-compatibility against your client 
against the following energetic fields:

� ��0LQG�
� ��%RG\�
� ��6SLULW�
� ��(WKHULF�

Practitioner Benefits

» How Will The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Benefit My Prac-
tice?

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity can save your clients and patients thou-
sands of dollars in lab tests and other diagnostic procedures. More 
importantly it can save lives through its highly accurate detection 
abilities.

Fast:

An average clinical session is around 30 minutes depending on the 
number of balancing sessions involved. It is one of the few devices 
on the market today that not only offers an assessment capability but 
also offers a corrective balancing feature. 

Stress Reduction

Stress is the number one killer. Modern life makes demands on you 
that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many conse-
quences are:
� ��8QGHU�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��,UULWDELOLW\�DQG�FRQIOLFW
� ��+LJK�EORRG�SUHVVXUH
� ��,QVRPQLD
� ��+HDUW�GLVHDVH
� ��5HODWLRQVKLS�SUREOHPV
� ��/RZHUHG�LPPXQH�V\VWHP

Reduce these symptoms with the Quantum iLife/iNfinity Stress pro-
gram, which:
� ��,QFUHDVHV�ZHOOQHVV�WKURXJK�DZDUHQHVV
� ��,PSURYHV�SHUIRUPDQFH
� ��(QKDQFHV�JHQHUDO�KHDOWK
� ��5HFKDUJHV�DQG�UHOD[HV

Nutrition

Poor nutrition leads to stress, degenerative disease, reduced mental 
clarity, low energy and irritability. The Quantum iLife/iNfinity offers 
you an assessment of possible nutritional imbalances and then an 
opportunity to offer energetic nutritional and homeopathic balancing.

Customized Nutrition

We have partnered with a top of the line nutritional development 
company who offer personalized customized nutritional supplemen-
tation. Traditionally, you would com-
plete a questionnaire and the com-
pany would customize a nutritional 
supplement specific to your needs. 
However with the Quantum iLIfe/iN-
finity App, you can send your test 
results to our team of experts and we will customize a supplement 
specific to your clients needs based upon their test results!

Correcting nutritional imbalances will effectively:
� ��,QFUHDVH�HQHUJ\�OHYHOV
� ��'UDPDWLFDOO\�LPSURYH�KHDOWK
� ��(QKDQFH�SHUIRUPDQFH
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Social Media Marketing:

You can even post images and infor-
mation from the Quantum iLife/iNfini-
ty directly to your FaceBook and or 
Twitter Account ~ A great viral mar-
keting plan. At no extra cost to you.

Reiki/Long Distantce/Subspace

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity does offer a long distance capability using 
the earth's low level Schuman Resonance Field as a carrier for the 
energetic signatures and frequencies. This is acts as a great alterna-
tive for electrically sensitive clients and those with pacemakers or 
who are pregnant.

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge.     
Something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field 
of study. Einstein’s theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in 
physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chem-
istry when he created the 
first table of periodic 
elements. Today, we are 
looking at an equally revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 
the field of performance 
enhancement and preven-
tative healthcare, 
pioneered by Quantum Life 
LLC, a Santa Barbara 
based company. 

First there was the com-
puter, then the internet, 
and now mobile devices are exploding the market and surpassing 
everyone's wildest expectations.  Did you know that by the end of 
2013, there will be more mobile devices on earth than people? 
(Source: Cisco, 2013) This Mobile Device revolution has impacted 
the     healthcare sector offering tremendous benefit and opportuni-
ty. Skyrocketing healthcare costs and a lack of government subsidies 
has spawned a new era 
of preventative home 
healthcare.  

Medical Applications 
(Apps) is one of the fast-
est growing sectors in 
the healthcare industry. 
If you're one of the 
growing number of 
people who carries a 
smartphone everywhere, 
why not take advantage of mobile apps that can help you improve 
your health and wellness?

Thousands of Apps, aim to empower smartphone users to change 
their behaviors and to manage their own health conditions BUT only 
a handfull of Apps can actually analyze or perform a test of any sort 
and even fewer Apps can both analyze and balance the human 
bio-field!

�

Quantum Life, with over 15 years experience in the Quantum 
Biofeedback industry is the first and only company to bring Quantum 
Biofeedback to your smartphone! The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App is  
designed to analyze and balance the human bio-field based upon 
your unique voice signature!

“A healthcare revolution in the palm of your hands!” is how Quantum 
Life describes The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile App.  

Imagine a small hand held... device that can analyze your wellness 
and then "tone" your body using energetic signatures & frequencies 
~ ALL  from your very own mobile device?

Sounds interesting? If you would allow 
us a few minutes of your time, we 
would like to use this opportunity 
to introduce to you this 
mind-boggling technology.

"For many years, we wanted 
to create a truly revolu-
tionary       product. A product 
that would benefit both practi-
tioner and consumer. We did not 
want to play the same game and   
develop a   $15 000  usd  Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Instead, we wanted to 
create an "event". An event that would alter the course of the Quan-
tum industry. It is our hope that with The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App, 
Quantum Biofeedback will be accessible              on a much wider 
scale." says Karen and Ryan Williams, founders of   Quantum Life 
LLC.

» So How Does This Wonderful Quantum Biofeedback 
Technology Work?
Unlike traditional biofeedback instruments which measure the stress 
response according to physiological parameters (brain wave pat-
terns, heart rate & or galvanic skin response GSR) The Quantum 
iLife/iNfinity seeks to determine your stressors identified through 
your voice signature pattern. Once your stressors have been identi-
fied, your mobile device has the ability to generate specific frequen-
cies or tones via the device sound card to help restore balance & har-
mony.

» Sounds Like Star Trek Medicine?
Perhaps... but then again cell phones using satellite technology was 
Star Trek not even 20 years ago!

Star Trek Medicine is not as far off as you think! Qualcomm, a 
Fortune 500 Company with thousands of employees is offering a $10-
million dollar prize to the first company who develops a StarTrek 
TriCorder device. Visit this link here to learn more: http://www.qual-
commtricorderxprize.org
With over 500 entries we are not the only company who share this 
vision!

Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The Quantum iLife/iNfin-
ity is based upon) go back to the Ayurvedic Medicine, Chinese Medi-
cine, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunate-
ly, orthodox medicine all too readily discounted the validity of these 
approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific 
setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined 
that the earth revolved around the sun and calculated the approxi-
mate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 
250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy 

discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aris-
tarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Gal-
ileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence 
that was now plainly observable by telescope.

» HISTORY
In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed 
us to measure and understand the flow of energy through the body. 
Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardio-
graph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter 
(GSR), and numerous others.

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity technology stands on a foundation of 
scientific breakthroughs of several pioneers.

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture merid-
ian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll 
discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when 
a small current was applied, and these variations were further influ-
enced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage 
potential variations in the energy field around living plants and 
animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in 
detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organ-
isms. In the 1970s Becker showed that living organisms propagate a 
D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are 
healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is con-
ducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in 
location to acupuncture meridians.

» So What Is All This Telling Us?
Energy Medicine has been around for a very long time and there are 
various methods to determine the electrical parameters of the human 
body. An allopathic medical viewpoint is that the human body is com-
prised of chemical properties (sodium potassium levels etc). However 
Energy Medicine views the body as an electrical circuit (comprising of 
voltage, amperage & resistance measurements) is compromised 
there is a “short circuit” within the body and by applying the correct 
electrical stimulation patterns, this can jump start the body to begin 

it's own innate healing 
process. 

In the field 
of physics, 
Popp and 
h i s 
colleagues 
construct-

ed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating 
from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body 
possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, 
and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many 
different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these devel-
opments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, 
which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that 
differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed 
through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improve-
ments were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was 
inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of Rife on cellular resonance, 
was able to identify specific resonant frequencies of a broad variety 
of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other 
parasites and develop other frequencies that would actually break 
down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.

Embodying this already accepted technological breakthrough, cou-
pled with the tremendous advancements in the computer industry, 
various pioneers began developing computer based stress detection 
systems. Computerized stress detection and “body scanning” devices 
have occupied the biofeedback industry for well over 30 years.

�

These devices would record subtle, “reactive,” information “stress 
potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. 
The computer would then evaluate such responses, and then chal-
lenge the body’s own natural defence mechanisms by encouraging 
energetic balance and harmony.

So successful were these devices, thousands and thousands of prac-
titioners adopted this new modality and so the industry of Quantum 
Biofeedback was born. These non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback 
devices combined the elements of biofeedback, Rife technology, 
stress reduction, homeopathic medicine, electro acupuncture, com-
puter technology and quantum physics offering the practitioner 
insights into their clients current state-of-health never seen before! 

They work on the electromagnetic level by reducing the stresses on 
the body caused by food, toxins, the environment, genetics and 
lifestyle. Then it feeds back correcting impulses, at nano-second 
computer speeds.

» So Where Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Mobile 
App Fit Into This Mix?
Up until now, all devices were based upon a Windows operating plat-
form requiring a computer and external hardware to perform the 
various functions. In the same way that Steve Jobs revolutionized the 
computer industry, Quantum Life is revolutionizing the Quantum 
Biofeedback Industry with the development of Mobile Based Apps. 
Now, anyone can have access to Quantum Biofeedback on their 
mobile devices like the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and any Android 
device! 

Now, an investment in 
Quantum Biofeedback 
does not need to cost in 
excess of $20 000usd!

There is a reason why
mobile devices are called 
“Smart Phones”

“The Quantum iLife/iNfinity is not a completely new concept. All we 
have done is condense the traditional Quantum Biofeedback products 
to make them available on mobile devices ~ at a fraction of the cost” 
says Ryan Williams; President of Quantum Life LLC

» So How Does The Quantum iLife/iNfinity APP Actually 
Work?
A cornerstone of The Quantum iLIfe/iNfinity rests within the realm of 
sound research. Everything is a frequency, all resonating at varying 
speeds. We know that electrons are always moving and vibrating 
which means that everything on the  physical, mental & emotional 
realm is in a constant state of vibration.  This leads us to conclude 
that all matter, including herbs, pharmaceuticals, and even food, vita-
mins, minerals and other nutrients could be examined from a 
frequency perspective. This theory is called Bio-Resonance and is 
based upon Energy Medicine principles. Using the principles of 
Energy Medicine, to help balance the human bio-field, you would 
need to alter the frequency patterns of the individual by means of 
light, sound or even at an electro-magnetic level. Sound frequency 
therefore offers much information about the human bio-field ~ that 
we are just beginning to understand!

The evidence of sound research indicates that your unique energetic 
voice pattern can be a great indicator to your own health and vitality 
or vital force!
According to Dr. Alfred Tomatis, among others, the voice is not able 
to reproduce 
what the ear 
cannot hear. Per-
haps the ear 
cannot hear what 
the brain cannot 
generate. There 
is evidence that 
the brain, in addi-
tion to being a 
master chemist, 
is a very complex 
tone generator and commands the systems of the body through 
frequency.

» Just think of how sound impacts our daily lives? 
Clinical research has validated that listening to classical music may 
improve your I.Q. Moms to be are wise to play soothing classical 
music to their new borns! Music, chanting and drumming all support 
the notion of how sound can alter our well being. Equally, surround-
ing yourself with someone who is depressed versus someone who is 
upbeat may also shift your current state-of-health. We now know 

that your voice may change according to your mind, body & spiritual 
state of being! 

As the brain produces specific wave form patterns, so does your voice 
produce a very complex wave form pattern which may contain a 
great deal of frequency information!

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity Process is safe, gentle and non-invasive....
It begins with the client entering their personal details (name, date 
of birth) into the Quantum iLife/iNfinity App and then having the 
client speak into the mobile device. The client will repeat the follow-
ing statement: “A-E-I-O-U followed by a positive based statement” 
Your mobile device will records the clients voice file as a complex 
wave pattern. Once the wave pattern has been recorded, mathemati-
cal calculations and algorithms are applied to this voice signature to 
enable data analysis. A Fast Fourier algorithm is further applied to 
simplify the wave pattern.

This audio wave form is then compared against a myriad of energetic 
signatures or frequencies ranging from herbs, toxins, viruses, bacte-
ria's, and more.  Depending on how the voice responds or resonates 
with the various energetic signatures may determine the bodies 
response to these items. The testing process is similar to that of a 
traditional stress test whereby the client is stressed and their reaction 
to this individual stressor is monitored. In the exact same way, the 
voice wave file will be stressed by the respective energetic frequen-
cies or signatures and their responses will be recorded and tabulated 
in easy to view charts and graphs. If these stressors are not resolved, 
symptoms may appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, 
progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.
Once these stressors have been iden-
tified,  the practitioner is now able to 
introduce frequencies consonant with 
a non-stressed physical and emotion-
al environment. These frequencies 
can be in the form of recommended 
homeopathic solutions, electro-acu-
puncture or meridian & naturopathic 
balancing. 

» A Perfect Science?
Absolutely NOT! And we make no claims accordingly. While Sound 
Analysis and bio-resonance is still at it's very early stages, the results 
and anecdotal evidence have been very encouraging. Boundless 
testimonials bear witness testament to the benefits of both bio-reso-
nance and sound based therapy. Committed to such research and “in 
field” testing Quantum Life offers a 30 day money back guarantee on 
their Biofeedback Apps. We want our customers to experience a 
piece of mind when making their investment. Equally, feedback from 
our user group has enabled us to make advances over the last 2 
years that other biofeedback companies have only been able to do 
over a 10 year stretch. Working with mobile platforms decreases our 
development time and increases our productivity ten fold.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:
��7KRXJKWV�RI�VHOI�GRXEW�WKDW�EORFN�SHUFHSWXDO�DZDUHQHVV
��1XWULWLRQDO�GHILFLHQFLHV
��,QDGHTXDWH�LQWDNH�RI�ZDWHU�RU�R[\JHQ
��7R[LF�VWUHVV�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV�IXQJXV��EDFWHULD��YLUXVHV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�
agents.
��7KH�SUHVHQFH�RI�KHDY\�PHWDOV
��3UHVFULSWLRQ�GUXJV�RU�RWKHU�V\QWKHWLF�FRPSRXQGV
��*HRJUDSKLF�VWUHVVRUV�VXFK�DV�SDUDVLWHV�RU�DOOHUJHQV
��*HQHWLF�SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ
��%LR�ILHOG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�IURP�UDGLDWLRQ��PLFURZDYHV�DQG�(/)¶V

The Quantum iLife/iNfinity views all illnesses as an energetic distur-
bance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all 
have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and 
dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, 
each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, elec-
tromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dys-
functions disturb these energy patterns.
Healing takes place through energetic intervention; electromagnetic 
waveforms stimulate the 
body’s own healing mech-
anisms. When the body is 
provided with true, 
healthy energy patterns 
inverted pathogenic and 
disease patterns are can-
celled, reducing their 
disruptive effects and 
facilitating the natural 
healing processes.

» Bringing It All Together: 
One of the key objectives that The Quantum iLife/iNfinity has tackled 
is the need to de-energize unhealthy patterns, utilizing positive input 
to cancel the negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar prin-
cipal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it 
is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing inverted wave-
forms. This gives us the ability to deprogram the reaction to an “aller-
gen,” for example, as well as to reinforce the body’s own defences 
which normally minimize the reaction. 
These methods are not restricted to external substances. All aspects 
of us have a positive subtle energetic “wellness signature.” This 
includes mental states and emotional states as well/ the technology 
is equipped to work with the brain wave patterns and reducing addic-
tions. And just as exciting as its ability to relieve symptoms, is its abil-
ity to prevent them by neutralizing conditions before they manifest 
physically.

» Testing Facilities:
There are thousands of individual energetic signatures or frequencies 
in The Quantum iLife/iNfinity App.  These encompass natural reme-
dies, allergens, nutrients, profiles of healthy and diseased tissues, 
dysfunctions, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial SCAN of 
over 14 Wellness Profiles, it is possible to carry out a deeper individu-
al scan of each and every wellness profile to determine more specific 
stressors in the body. Then, after you have identified & balanced spe-
cific stressors in the body, a percent rectification may provide further 
insight into your clients long term wellness. 

» Quantum iLife/iNfinity System Electro Medicine Anal-
ysis
The Quantum iLife/iNfinity System delivers specific measurable 
verifiable square wave frequencies up to 20 000Hz. Most bio-logi-
cal systems operate in the realm of 1 to 300Hz frequency ranges.
You can also pre-program your own set or series of frequencies 
(like Rife, Hulda Clarke or even your own) The Quantum iLife/iN-
finity System allows for specific frequency generations that can be 
customized for the needs of each client. Furthermore you can 
create and customize as many different categories as you like. 
Once you have your various frequency categories, you can export 
these and import these with any fellow Quantum iNfinity users. 
Your frequencies will remain encrypted so no-one will have access 
to your research and frequency lists.

Access Customize Frequency panel to create and manage your 
own frequency lists.

» Main Wellness Profiles 

Following the initial SCAN, The following Wellness Profiles will be 
scored with a numerical number. The higher the number, the higher 
the stressor for that specific Wellness Profile.
 ; Main DaVinci Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Aura Scan & Balance
 ; Chakra Scan & Balance
 ; Toxicity/Stress Scan & Balance
 ; Solfeggio Tones Scan & Balance
 ; Spiritual Protection Scan & Balance
 ; Meridian TCM Scan & Balance
 ; Sensitivities Scan & Balance
 ; Risk Profile Scan & Balance
 ; Brain Wave EEG & Binaural Beats Scan & Balance
 ; Injuries Scan & Balance
 ; Phobia's Scan & Balance
 ; Emotional Profiling Scan & Balance
 ; Body Systems Scan & Balance
 ; Nutrition Scan & Balance
 ; Homeopathy Scan & Balance
 ; Spinal Energy Flow Scan & Balance
 ; Bio-compatibility Testing: Mind, Body, Spirit, Etheric Fields
 ; Cross-Analysis Data Base Testing
 ; Customize Panel: Nogier Frequencies, Unlimited category 
lists, import & export encrypted frequencies.

 Did You Know?
 The results on each and every page can be printed and or 
emailed to your client.

» SCREENSHOTS
THE MAIN DA-VINCI SCREEN PANEL

 Balance Rx: Drag items to area for balancing

 Category Analysis: Provides numerical values for each and 
every category. Select item to display sub menu.

 Alignment, harmony, energy flow: Once 
balancing is complete, these items represent 
the % success of balancing.

 Print, email, increase power, post to 
FaceBook and Twitter functions.

 Timer Bar: Drag timer bar from 0 to 16 
minutes to apply balancing.

 Bio-compatibility Test: Check any herb, 
supplement for resonance against the client

 Customize Panel: Create, manage, 
export, import frequency lists and customized 
categories.

 Multi Layer Tray: Drag items to this hold 
tray for balancing at a later time

 Brain Panel: Access and monitor brain 
wave activity and binaural beats

 Home Button: Selecting this button 
closes the program down

 Help Section: Selecting this button, a 
pop up help section will appear!

» Summary Of Features In Each Sub Panel 

1. Once the SCAN has been activated & concluded, the results will be 
displayed by means of a numerical number next to each item. The 
higher the number, the higher the probability of disturbance

2. To drill down deeper, select any item to reveal The Cross Analysis; 
a separate database of thousands of items which can now be cross 
checked against any single item for deeper revelations. Now you can 
inter-link and cross analyze any of the specific items with one another 
and then provide specific detailed balancing.

2: You can drag any selected items including Cross Analysis items to 
the Balance Rx or Multi Layer Rx tray, select the timer from 0 to 16 
mins, and apply balancing to each and every item.

3: Balance Rx Tray: Used for balancing items on each and every spe-
cific page

4: Multi Layer Rx Tray: Used as a “hold tray” where you can add 
numerous items throughout all panels of the program to provide a 
combined balancing effect at any given time.

5: The success of the balancing session for each and every page are 
depicted by the numerical values associated with the Harmony, Align-
ment & Energy Flow.

6: Harmonic Algorithm: Each and every frequency spectrum selected 
for balancing will generate a dynamic moving mathematical harmonic 
algorithm. Have the client focus on these dynamic moving images to 
better support their visual healing processes.

7: Shaping/ Reward Function: Each time a success of over 85% is 
achieved with a single balancing session, the client will be stimulated 
with the 528Hz Solfeggio Love Frequency. Think of this aspect as 
behavioral counseling. Shaping occurs when a reward is given when 
a correct response is demonstrated. Translated in terms of the Quan-
tum iLife/iNfinity, each and every time, following balancing, if the 
overall rectification is above 85%, your client will be stimulated with 
the 528Hz Love Frequency. Why the 528Hz Solfeggio Tone? As the 
Beetles said "All You Need Is Love".

8: The Quantum iLife/iNfinity takes each frequency item within the 
current database and generates up to 6 different corresponding 
amplitudes. Amplitude is measured as the amount of force applied 
over an area. This allows for deeper penetration of the frequencies; 
and decreases your session time while increases the effectiveness. 

Supports other delivery systems:

The Quantum iNfinity can support many other third party delivery 
systems as long as they have a 3.5mm audio jack in port. You simply 
plug the 3.5mm cable from your mobile device to any elected hard-
ware device and now you have a fully integrated & enhanced delivery 
system.
For example:
Quantum Wave Laser:
Interface Your Scalar Wave Laser 
 Convert your sound frequencies into powerful Scalar Wave Laser 
frequencies using the output of the iPhone/iPad and the input of the 
Scalar Wave Laser via the audio jack wire and an "Open Custom Port" 
program on the Scalar Wave Laser. 

Aim
 Non invasive energetic diagnostics
 Facilitate effective patient evaluation
 Safe, effective, non side effect therapies
 Optimize health care

Warranty
 
Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hard-
ware and software. Quantum Life warrants against defective soft-
ware for 1 year.
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